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-  5 Provinces (NL) 
-  2 Bundesländer (GE) 

Dutch Germany Border Region 
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•  Relatively stable borders (Treaty of Munster/Westphalia (1648)) 
  

Burgundic Netherlands  
(14-15th century) 

Habsburg / Spanish Netherlands  
(aka Seventeen Provinces)  
(16th century) 

Republic of the Seven United 
Netherlands  
(17-18th century) 



History 
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•  Relatively stable borders (Treaty of Munster/Westphalia (1648))  

Kingdom of the Netherlands 
(1815-1830) 

Kingdom of the Netherlands 
(1830/1839-) 
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“Eastland: 
Our Land” 

History 
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•   Troubles (in paradise)? 

Ems-Dollart Treaty Region 

“Your great grandchild? 
Demand German territory” 

“The new ideal” 
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Governance 
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•  Netherlands vs Germany or Netherlands vs North-Rhine Westphalia 
•  Provinces vs Länder or Provinces vs Kreise 
•  Euregions/ European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation (EGTC) 

•  From outer border to inner EU-border à Schengen 
-  Benelux:  - 1944: Customs Union 

    - 1958: Economic Union 
    - 1960: No more passport control (common outer border) 
    - 2010: Sustainable dev. and JHA included 

-  Schengen:  - 1985: Treaty signed (Benelux, Germany, France) 
    - 1995: Implemented (no (passport) control) 

 
•  Cross-border governance in the context of  

 - an ‘uncontrolled’ border 
 - Interreg-program: 
  bringing citizens together / fostering reg. dev. (social cohesion) 
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Culture 
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•  Cultural understanding is one of the core issues of the Interreg-program 
•  Culturally the border still exists (stereotypes) 

•  Longtime stereotypical images 
 NL à GE: Distrust after the WWII; ‘inferiority complex’ 
 GE à NL: Indifference; small (peculiar) country 

“And now you are driving in the county of the European Champion” Frau Antje – Der Spiegel (1994) 
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Security 
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•  In the context of EU-integration 
-  Joint investigation teams 
-  Cross-border pursuit 
-  Etc. 

•  Environmental security 
-  River Basin Management 
-  Disaster-management 
-  Health 
-  Etc. 

 
Mobile Surveillance Security (MTV) 

•  Recently reintroducing (temporary) 
border control 

Standstill order 
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Flows 
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Cross-border … 
•  … Shopping 
•  … Living 
•  … Commuting 

•  Border still is (perceived as) a barrier and needs 
stimuli to overcome!! 

“Border-roads” 
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Flows: Shopping 
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Drivers:  
•  clothing more fashionable in the Netherlands 
•  quality in Germany 
•  price difference (fireworks, alcohol, petrol) 

Estimate 3-5% cross-border sales 

Keep Push 
factors factors

Emotional differences
Repel Pull
factors factors

Push Keep 
factors factors

Rational differences
Pull Repel 
factors factors

Bandwidth of unfamiliarity

Mobility

Immobility

Bandwidth of Unfamiliarity 
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Flows: Living 
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•  Elastic migration 
•  Short-distance transnationalism 

Kranenburg:  - 20% Dutch nationals 
   - Enclaves 
   - Integration? 

 
German response: “They ruin the housing 
market and do not integrate with the local 
population. Working, going to school and 
dying they do in the Netherlands.” 

“Little Nijmegen” 
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Flows: Commuting 
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•  Still a relative exception (appr. 5% of what reasonable would be possible) 
•  Major group of nationals living on the other side of the border 

Cross-border labour market 

passiveness  
Indifference-factor

 

Stay Keep-factor Repel-factor 
Cross-border labour market 

activeness 

Go Push-factor Pull-factor 

 Home Away 

 

Threshold of indifference

Threshold of Indifference Commuting in the  
Dutch-German Border Region 
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The Dutch-German border region as a creative BIG-region 
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•  Historic stable border (region) ... 
... with a long, intense history of cross border-governance ... 
... and still distinct cultural identities ... 
... where security often refers to environmental issues, ... 
... and shopping and (elastic) migration are prominent  

         contrary to commuting ... 
 
 
But what about contemporary creativity! 
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Creative use of possibilities 

The resource: 
 Differences on both side of the 
border 

 
The creative application: 

 Using these differences to one’s 
advantage 

 
Main appliers: 

 People at individual level 

Examples: 
•  Cross-border shopping (price- 

quality differences) 
•  Living across the border (price 

differences) 
•  Working across the border (higher 

wages, job availability, etc.) 

But also… 
•  Cross-border crime (human 

trafficking, human smuggling, ram 
raids, etc.) 
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Creative policies to overcome borders 

The resource: 
 Problems arising from the barrier-
function of the border 

 
The creative application: 

 Finding solutions to overcome 
these problems 

 
Main appliers: 

 (NG)Organizations, public 
institutions, etc. 

 
 

Examples of problems: 
•  Working across the border 
•  Living across the border 

Example of solution: 
•  Gren(z/s)info  
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Creative response to creative use 

The resource: 
 The positive or negative creative 
use of the border 

 
The creative application: 

 Responding creatively to these 
creative uses 

 
Main appliers: 

 The Dutch/German Police 
 Possibly entrepreneurs (real estate 
agents, entrepreneurs, etc.) 

Examples of creative use: 
•  Cross-border crime 
•  Cross-border shopping 

Examples of creative responses: 
•  Cross-border police units (GPT’s) 
•  Cross-border advertising 
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Concluding remarks 

-  The border region does harbour many (latent) resources … 
-  … that have to be recognised (and facilitated) in order to be valuable … 
-  … for which creativity in several forms is needed. 
 
Creativity exposes itself in the 
•  … use of possibilities 
•  … (awareness and facilitating) policies  

       to overcome borders 
•  … responses to (both positive and  

       negative) creative uses 
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Video impression of the policy-forum at: https://youtu.be/3CMB3hk5uD0 
 

Thank you! 
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Perception of the Border as a Barrier 

•  Lesser a barrier in everyday life compared to being self-evident, except with 
legal-administrative activities 

 
•  Comparing groups: less self-evident and more an everyday barrier among 

the group: 
-  Middle and higher educated    -  Frequent border-crossers 
-  Having had cross-border experiences  -  Knowing the Interreg-program 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(100: no barrier or totally not self-evident) 

Gen. Phys.	   Econ.	   Soc.-Cult.	   Legal-Adm.	   Tot.	  

Ev.-
day	  

Self-
ev.	   Tot.	   Ev.-

day	  
Self-
ev.	   Tot.	   Ev.-

day	  
Self-
ev.	   Tot.	   Ev.-

day	  
Self-
ev.	   Tot.	    	  

Neth.	   66	   46	   56	   50	   50	   50	   58	   50	   54	   31	   55	   43	   50	  

Germ.	   73	   51	   62	   60	   52	   56	   66	   55	   60	   35	   53	   44	   55	  

Total	   70	   49	   59	   56	   51	   53	   63	   53	   58	   33	   54	   44	   53	  
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